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ABSTRACT
Intergroup bias was evaluated using moral dilemmas in which killing one person
was necessary to save five others. The five people had demographic characteristics that
placed them in varying degrees of proximity to the decision-maker: atheists, elderly,
strangers, cousins, siblings, and children. A total of 253 university students rated both
how right and how wrong killing the target was to save the at-risk groups. Theoretically,
ratings of right captured the benefits of saving the five people, while ratings of wrong
emphasized the costs of killing the target. Averaged across all scenarios, ratings of right
increased from strangers to children; ratings of wrong decreased but to a lesser extent.
Moral identity and religiosity were also measured to see if intergroup bias varied with
these personality factors. Moral identity had no correlation with the ratings. However,
religiosity correlated with the ratings and suggested a deontological bias in which
participants applied a moral rule that prohibits killing regardless of any perceived
benefits. For all proximity levels, religious groups’ ratings of right were lower, and their
ratings of wrong were higher, compared to the non-religious group, illustrating an
aversion to killing the target regardless of the at-risk group. However, the religious
groups and the non-religious group showed a similar increase in ratings of right towards
genetically related, at-risk groups. Therefore, intergroup bias was still present in
conjunction with the religious deontological bias.
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CHAPTER 1
MORAL PSYCHOLOGY BACKGORUND
Historically, philosophers have been cognizant of moral decision making in
situations of conflict. In ancient Greece, Plato highly regarded rational thought over
emotion while Stoics disregarded emotions as conceptual errors in human judgment
(Haidt, 2001). Emotions were also neglected in medieval Christian philosophy because of
their belief that emotion led to sin. More recently philosophers such as Descartes, praised
Plato for the limited role he placed on emotions. Although there was a paucity of focus
on affect in moral philosophy originally, David Hume argued that emotions played a
larger role in human judgment than his peers believed (Smith, 1759).
Freud believed emotions drove intellect, and actions were rationalized after
making a moral decision. This belief was followed by the cognitive-developmental theory
that supported earlier rationalists’ viewpoint on human behavior. It was thought that
cognitive abilities in moral decision making developed in stages (Kohlberg, 1971).
Emotions were not disregarded in this approach. However, emotions were said to be
channeled through intellect, and the final decision in moral decision making was done
through reason (Kohlberg, 1971).
Contemporary moral psychology has challenged rationalists’ rejection of emotion
that contributes to moral decision making (Monin, Pizarro, & Beer, 2007). The Social
Intuitionist Model expounds that emotion and not reason is the basis of moral decision
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making (Haidt, 2001). According to Haidt (2001), judgments are immediately made from
one’s intuitions about the situation, while reasoning is used for justification following
conclusive judgments. Other researchers have used a dual process approach, expressing
that automatic emotional processes take primacy but reasoning can inhibit an emotional
response (Greene, Nystrom, Engell, Darley, & Cohen, 2004).
Moral Scenarios
Moral scenarios are a popular technique used in moral psychology. Philippa Foot
introduced moral dilemmas when she wrote about the “doctrine of double effect” as it
related to abortion. The doctrine of double effect is a Christian theological idea originated
by Thomas Aquinas when justifying self-defense. To Aquinas, the doctrine of double
effect argued that the intention to kill someone is wrong regardless of context; however,
killing someone in self-defense is permissible only when the act is done with the intent of
preserving one’s life (McMahan, 1994). To counter this doctrine, Foot provided the
framework of what later became known as the “Trolley” problem (Foot, 1967).
One version of the Trolley problem asks readers if they would pull a lever
diverting a trolley away from five people onto a new track, where the trolley will kill
only one person (Thomson, 1976). A second variant requires the actor to push a fat man
off a bridge to save the five lives but killing the fat man (Thomson, 1976). Due to the
similar consequence, this modification may seem trivial, but people answer the dilemmas
differently. When having to push a man, people are unlikely to endorse acting in that
manner. However, when having to flip a switch, people are much more likely to be
utilitarian (Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001; Hauser, Cushman,
Young, Jin, & Mikhail, 2007). Due to discrepancies, such as pushing a target or pulling a
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lever, other scenarios putting deontological or rule-based judgments and utilitarian or
greater good motives against one another have been developed (Koenigs et al., 2007).
Scenarios are categorized as self-benefitting if the actor’s life is in danger. If the
actor is a potential victim, and by acting the actor saves his or her own life, the scenario is
self-benefitting. If the scenario leaves the actor in no danger, then that dilemma is
categorized as non-self-benefitting. Utilitarian ethics usually treats all individuals
affected by an action equally. However, if ratings of right were higher for self-benefitting
scenarios than for non-self-benefitting scenarios, the implication would be that
participants give extra weight to the benefits that they personally would receive when
evaluating the moral rightness of an action.
Many moral dilemmas have been developed to measure a variety of topics. The
fields of emotion-regulation, computational analysis, biopsychology, and endocrinology
have all used moral dilemmas as a tool for research (Borg, Hynes, Van Horn, Grafton, &
Sinnott-Armstrong, 2006; Carney & Mason 2010; Mikhail, 2007). However, these studies
utilized various dilemmas, such as the footbridge dilemma, incest dilemma, and chicken
dilemma, to provoke different responses. Many other dilemmas provide researchers with
several tools to research numerous constructs.
Protection Processes and Factors in Intergroup Bias
An in-group is a group in which an individual perceives membership, and an outgroup is a group in which an individual does not perceive membership (Tajfel & Turner,
1979). Groups may be formed based on race, religion, age, sport teams, citizenship, etc.
Involvement in a group commonly causes favoring one’s own group and being hostile
towards out-groups, particularly during times of conflict. In overt conflict, the in-group
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delegitimizes the out-group and places out-group members outside the realm of justice
(Bar-Tal, 1989; Staub, 1989).
Group identity engenders intergroup bias, which strengthens social category
boundaries (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Favoring one’s in-group is done to allocate resources
to one’s group to ensure group survival (Tajfel, Billig, Buddy, & Flament, 1971). Outgroup hostility commonly originates from a perceived threat to a group’s physical and/or
psychological well-being or a group’s belief system (Esses, Haddock, & Zanna, 1993;
Quillian, 1995). To regain a positive self-image, denigrating out-groups is often used as
an effective tool for maintaining self-integrity (Steele, Spencer, & Lynch, 1993). Group
membership provides an increase in self-esteem which results in individuals constantly
thinking of their group in favorable characteristics (Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002).
As soon as the concept of “us” is developed, group members begin to dismiss favoring
information of the out-group, strengthening the group boundaries (Mikulincer & Shaver,
2001).
Evolutionary Factors
Taking an evolutionary perspective, the inclusive fitness theory states genetic
relatedness, reproductive opportunity, and age are additional parameters for in-group
protection (Hamilton, 1964). Throughout history, people who saved individuals who
were genetically related, capable of reproducing, and/or had their reproductive lives
ahead of them were more likely to pass on their genes than those who did not save these
individuals. Kawai, Kubo, and Kubo-Kawai (2014) focused on the age and ability to
reproduce in one study. Their study presented participants with the Trolley problem and
asked how appropriate it was to sacrifice a 70-year-old stranger, 20-year-old stranger, 20-
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year-old disabled stranger, and five-year-old stranger. It was found that sacrificing the
70-year-old stranger was most acceptable while sacrificing the 5-year-old stranger was
least acceptable (Kawai et al., 2014). A second study focused on age and genetic
relatedness within a moral dilemma framework. Bleske-Rechek, Nelson, Baker, Remiker,
and Brandt (2010) gave subjects Trolley dilemmas but varied the target. They found that
participants were increasingly unlikely to sacrifice a target the more related they were,
the younger the target was, and if the target was a romantic partner (Bleske-Rechek, et
al., 2010).
Social Factors
One important theory related to intergroup bias is social identity theory which
states that an individual’s self-concept is derived from their perception of membership in
a social group. Identities can provide positive health and well-being. People with shared
social identities often provide social support and coping resources to each other (Haslam,
Jetten, Postmes, & Haslam, 2009). Groups are also beneficial in that they are able to
accomplish goals that individuals alone could not attain (Haslam et al., 2009). Social
identity theory further states that identification with one group causes people to
distinguish their group from others as a way to preserve positive self-esteem. Thus, when
a social identity is threatened, in-group favoritism and/or out-group hostility is likely to
result.
Another form of group identification is theorized by the stereotype content model
(SCM). This model states that stereotypes are utilized to quickly predict behavior of
others (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002). This model groups stereotypes along two
dimensions, warmth and competence. The warmth dimensions reflect one’s intent and the
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competence dimension reflects the capability groups have in relation to others’ goals
(Fiske et al., 2002). These two dimensions create four clusters of behavior tendencies,
low warmth and low competence, low warmth and high competence, high warmth and
low competence, and high warmth and high competence (Fiske et al., 2002). Each of the
four clusters has corresponding emotions: disgust, envy, pity, and admiration,
respectively. Fiske et al. (2002) developed these clusters by asking participants to first
think of different groups of people, eventually developing 23 separate groups. Following
this, the American participants (both student and nonstudent samples) rated these groups
on two scales, one for warmth and one for competence based on how these groups are
viewed by American society rather than personal beliefs. It was found that 16 of the
original 23 groups were accurately accounted for by these four clusters.
People with low warmth and low competence elicit disgust. The homeless and
drug addicts are often viewed as extreme out-groups and are very low on social
hierarchies (Harris & Fiske, 2006). On the other side, people with high warmth and high
competence are viewed with admiration. Americans and students are seen as in-groups
and looked at with pride (Fiske et al., 2002). Groups with low competence and high
warmth engender pitied emotions. The elderly and disabled populations are looked at as
out-groups but not to the extent of the disgust group. People within this cluster are
perceived to have little threat to other groups (Fiske et al., 2002). Due to high warmth,
this cluster receives sympathy, compassion, and tenderness at times (Fiske et al., 2002).
Finally, the cluster receiving high competence but low warmth gives rise to envy. The
rich and professionals are also looked at as out-groups, but to a lesser extent than the
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disgust group. This group is viewed as doing well for themselves but have negative
intentions towards other groups (Fiske et al., 2002).
Axt, Ebersole, and Nosek (2014) found social hierarchies to exist among religion,
race, and age groups. However, whereas participants reported their own religion and race
most positively, only the age variable was reported similarly across all participants. When
evaluating for age, the order of positivity found for all groups was: children > young
adults > middle-age adults > older adults. The age evaluation results support both the
inclusive fitness model and the SCM. The result that children were evaluated highest
throughout all groups may be explained by the fact that their reproductive years are ahead
of them and that older adults were evaluated most poorly across groups may be explained
by their low competence stereotype as well as their lack of reproductive opportunity.
Intergroup Bias and Factors in Moral Identity
Moral Identity Definition
Traditionally, moral judgment was investigated within the cognitivedevelopmental model which states that moral judgment results from the level of
sophistication in moral reasoning (Kohlberg, 1971; Rest & Navarez, 1994). The sociocognitive model and identity theories have since replaced the cognitive-developmental
model and argue that moral behavior is predicted by moral standards and self-sanctions
(Bandura, 1999). The addition of self-regulatory mechanisms accounts for moral selfperception and the limits that self-concept can have on one’s ability to foresee a moral
behavior from a moral judgment (Reynolds & Ceranic, 2007).
One such self-regulatory mechanism is termed moral identity. It is believed that
moral behavior is influenced by one’s moral identity (Erikson, 1964). Erikson (1964)
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believed that identities are the very core of one’s self and correlates with one’s
understanding of reality. Thus, moral identity is rooted in people’s core. Aquino and
Reed (2002) defined moral identity as one’s idea of their moral self, based on a set of
moral traits such as caring, compassionate, honest, etc. (Aquino & Reed, 2002). The
stronger one’s self-concept is around their moral beliefs, the more consistently they will
translate their moral beliefs into moral actions (Damon & Hart, 1992).
One study considered social consensus and moral identity. Subjects were asked
how morally wrong it was to cheat in class (low social consensus), how morally right it
was to give to charity (high social consensus), and how often they cheated in school, and
they were also provided with a moral identity questionnaire. It was found that only in the
low social consensus condition was moral identity a factor in moral decision making
(Reynolds & Ceranic, 2007).
Moral Identity Factors
Aquino and Reed (2002) conducted six studies using diverse samples to test
Erikson’s (1964) claim that identities are rooted in the individual’s core. Aquino and
Reed developed two factors for moral identity: internalization and symbolization.
Internalization is defined as the degree to which moral traits are rooted in one’s selfconcept, and symbolization is the degree to which moral traits are manifested through
one’s actions (Aquino & Reed, 2002). The measure of moral identity created by Aquino
and Reed (2002) has empirically been shown to be correlated with one’s self-concepts
related to moral traits, self-reported volunteering, and actual food donation.
One study considered moral identity and charitable behavior judgments.
Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire on their attitudes towards charitable
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behavior comparing giving time vs giving money (Reed, Aquino, & Levy, 2007). The
researchers measured organizational status by participants reported job level.
Organizational status was then divided into low and high organizational status groups.
Manager and executive levels were considered high organizational status, whereas
nonmanagerial and supervisor levels were considered low organizational status. Each
subject’s amount of free time that could be realistically used to volunteer at a charity as
well as their hourly salary was also noted and multiplied together to control for
opportunity cost. The researchers believed individuals with fewer and less important
organizational commitments are more likely to disregard their organizational
expectations when other identities, such as moral identity, conflict with their
organizational role. They found that high moral identifiers were more likely to endorse
giving time rather than money to charity regardless of organizational status, whereas low
moral identifiers were more likely to endorse giving money rather than time when
organizational status was high. Thus, moral judgments are more consistent across
organizational status among high moral identifiers than low moral identifiers.
Moral Identity and Intergroup Bias
From a morality perspective, several researchers use what is called a “moral
circle” when discussing intergroup bias (Laham, 2009; Reed & Aquino, 2003). The moral
circle is one’s psychological boundary which encompasses a social group outside of their
narrow set of in-group members (i.e., friends, family, etc.). It has been argued that
individuals with a high moral self-concept expand their affiliation and sympathy to a
larger segment of humanity compared to low moral identifiers, and in extreme conditions,
one’s boundary would include all of humanity (Hart, Atkins, & Ford, 1998; Youniss &
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Yates, 1999). Several philosophers and scientists point to the humanizing effort of
individuals who protected Jews from Nazi occupation as support for the expanding circle
of moral regard (Monroe & Epperson, 1994; Youniss & Yates, 1999).
Reed and Aquino (2003) investigated a possible relationship between moral
identity and intergroup bias. Their first study showed that the higher moral identifiers felt
more obligated to exchange resources with both friends and strangers compared to lower
moral identifiers. In a second experiment, they found that donation behavior towards outgroups was positively correlated with the internalization factor of moral identity (Reed &
Aquino, 2003). A third study concluded that seeking revenge was negatively correlated
with moral identity, while forgiveness was positively correlated with moral identity
(Reed & Aquino, 2003). Thus, high moral identifiers are less susceptible to in-group
favoritism and out-group degradation.
In-group Favoritism in Religiosity
Psychological Function of Religiosity
Many psychological explanations have been developed to relate religious belief to
moral action. According to Freud (1927), religion provides mechanisms to monitor and
control humankind’s destructive nature. From a developmental perspective, the
generativity stage focuses heavily on religiously motivated actions (McFadden, 1999).
Skinner (1969) stated that religion reinforces and punishes actions until a social moral
standard is met. Evolutionarily, religion provides people with the ability to shift kinship
altruism to cultural altruism resulting in enlargement of one’s in-group (Batson, 1983).
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Religiosity and Intergroup Bias
Prosocial behavior and religiosity are often thought to be deeply correlated.
Morality is frequently viewed as a product of religion which provides absolute laws of
right and wrong. Many religious writings teach altruistic behavior and spread the
ideology of treating others how you would like to be treated regardless of group standing
(Mitchell, 2006). For example, the Good Samaritan (a Christian parable) tells a story of a
man helping another man of a different nationality in need. Reports by peers show
religious individuals are perceived to be altruistic and show greater empathy compared to
non-religious individuals (Saroglou, Pichon, Trompette, Verschueren, & Dernelle, 2005).
This supports other research showing religious individuals tend to perceive themselves as
more helpful and prosocial, forgiving, agreeable, and valuing benevolence (Batson,
Schoenrade, & Ventis, 1993; McCullough & Worthington 1999; Saroglou, 2002;
Saroglou, Delpierre, & Dernelle 2004). This trend in religious prosocial self-report is
stable cross-culturally, cross-religiously, and cross-cohort (Saroglou et al.,2004).
However, studies have shown that religious individuals do not always follow
parables such as the Good Samaritan. Many studies have shown religious individuals act
with an intergroup bias (Duckitt & Sibley, 2007; Rowatt, Franklin, & Cotton, 2005;
Whitley, 2009). Johnson, Rowatt, and LaBouff (2012) considered religiosity and attitudes
towards Christians, Muslims, heterosexual men, homosexual men, and atheists.
Participants from a Christian university were assessed on feelings for each group. They
found that religiosity and spirituality negatively correlated with attitudes towards
Muslims, homosexual men, and atheists while religiosity and spirituality had a strong
positive correlation with the Christian group. In a second experiment, Johnson et al.
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(2012) found that priming religious words significantly increased negative attitudes
towards Muslims, homosexual men, and atheists.
Allport and Ross (1967) felt prior religiosity psychological research
oversimplified the term “religiosity.” Therefore, they developed intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations to better explain religious and prejudice behavior. Intrinsically motivated
believers find religion to be the end goal, whereas extrinsically motivated believers find
religion to produce security, social support, and status (Allport & Ross, 1967). Thus,
Allport concluded that only extrinsically religious believers act with prejudice while
intrinsically motivated believers do not (Allport & Ross, 1967). Later researchers
extended Allport’s work and created a third motivating factor, quest (Batson, 1976).
Batson (1976) defined quest to be a search for existential meaning. Batson conducted one
study by recreating the Good Samaritan scenario. On the way to a building where the
participant had to give a speech, a confederate appearing to need help was in a nearby
alley. Batson found that intrinsic, extrinsic, and quest motivations had no correlations
with helping the confederate. The only influential factor was if the subject was in a hurry
(Batson, 1976). However, religious motivation did explain the type of helping behavior
offered. Quest motivators were more likely to help when the confederate appeared to
want help, whereas intrinsic motivators who did help the confederate were more insistent
on helping (Batson, 1976). Therefore, breaking down religiosity into its many factors,
may explain which aspects of religiosity contribute to intergroup bias.
Social Identity Theory and Religiosity
Social identity theory may also explain this bias. Due to people’s desire for a
positive self-concept and the practice of defining oneself through social identities, a
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positive social identity is used to maintain a positive self-concept, which is commonly
obtained via in-group favoritism and/or out-group degradation (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). A
religious social identity is often embraced passionately because of the importance
religiosity has to one’s self-concept. (Freeman, 2003; Verkuyten & Yildiz, 2007;
Wellman & Tokuno, 2004). A religious identity provides an unwavering stability
stemming from shared faith in a higher power, and organized support networks (Graham
& Haidt, 2010; Kinnvall, 2004; Pargament, 2002). However, what makes religious
identity unique is the belief in moral authority that cannot be falsified (Wellman &
Tokuno, 2004). The idea of absolute truth inherent with religion that cannot be
empirically tested, allows religious identity to thrive where other identities may change
when presented with alternative evidence (Ysseldyk, Matheson, & Anisman, 2010).
Selective Intolerance Hypothesis
A popular hypothesis to explain intergroup bias is the selective intolerance
hypothesis, which states that one can hold the “right” prejudices and “right” tolerances,
thus one may be selectively intolerant (Batson et al., 1993). A person with a religious
identity will likely define what is “right” based on their religious beliefs. This hypothesis
may explain why religious groups had negative attitudes towards homosexual men,
atheists, and Muslims (Johnson et al., 2012).
One group that religious individuals hold prejudice against is atheists. Many
studies have shown that religious individuals have negative attitudes towards them
(D’Andrea & Sprenger, 2007; Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, 2010).
Johnson et al. (2012) found that atheists had more negative attitudes directed towards
them than homosexual men and Muslims. The perception that atheists do not support
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religious values may cause this enhanced prejudice (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992). A
group with a different ideology can threaten the values of one’s own group. Thus,
negative attitudes towards the out-group can help protect the in-group.
Religion and Moral Scenarios
In the past, some psychologists suggested that moral decision-making and
religiosity were unrelated, while others suggested that there was an interaction (Kohlberg,
1981; Turiel, 2002). Recent research, however, has supported the latter claim. Religious
practice and religious conviction have been shown to be associated with deontological
moral judgments (Antonenko, Young, Willer, & Keltner, 2013; Conway & Gawronski,
2013). Compared to non-religious groups, American and British religious individuals
endorsed more rule-based explanations for moral transgressions (Piazza, 2012). More
recent experiments have illustrated certain aspects of religiosity, such as guidance
seeking, to correlate with deontological choices (Szekely, Opre, & Miu, 2015).
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CHAPTER 2
CURRENT STUDY

Bivariate Measurement of Moral Affect
Moral appraisal commonly combines affect with cognitive processes; thus,
individuals can experience both feelings of right and wrong simultaneously (Navarick.,
2013). Such moral ambivalence can occur when actions are observed or contemplated
that both violate and affirm one’s moral values (Navarick, 2013). Therefore, it could be
useful to measure feelings of right and feelings of wrong on separate scales as implied by
the Evaluative Space Model (ESM) of attitude measurement (Cacioppo & Bernsten,
1994; Larsen, Norris, McGraw, Hawley & Cacioppo, 2009). By conceptualizing affect
states in a bivariate space, the ESM allows for three relationships between positive and
negative affect: reciprocal (changes in the opposite direction), covariation (changes in the
same direction), and uncorrelated. For this study, ratings of right represented positive
affect associated with the tendency to protect the group, whereas ratings of wrong
represented negative affect associated with the tendency to avoid killing the target. The
degree of genetic and social proximity between the actor and the group to be saved was
manipulated.
Moral Scenarios
This study used moral scenarios pitting deontological (rule-based) and utilitarian
(greater good) motives in competition with one another. Here, the scenarios assess
harming one individual to protect others. All eight dilemmas used were sampled from
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Koenigs et al.’s (2007) study and modified to manipulate the variable of psychological
proximity between the actor and the at-risk group. For example, Koenigs et al. (2007)
state in their “Footbridge” scenario,
A runaway trolley is heading down the tracks toward five workmen who
will be killed if the trolley proceeds on its present course. You are on a
footbridge over the tracks, in between the approaching trolley and the five
workmen. Next to you on this footbridge is a stranger who happens to be
very large. The only way to save the lives of the five people is to push this
stranger off the bridge and onto the tracks below where his large body will
stop the trolley. The stranger will die if you do this, but the five workmen
will be saved.
In place of the “five workmen” who were at risk, the present study altered the following
genetically related groups: the actor’s children, siblings, and cousins. To vary social
proximity to the actor, the groups are: workmen (the original group for this scenario), the
elderly, and atheists. Separate scales for ratings of right and wrong were presented one
above the other after a short description of the group. For example, for atheists, the
question stated:
Suppose that these five people on the tracks are ATHEISTS from a nearby
gathering who recently met through social media.
How MORALLY RIGHT do you feel it would be to push the stranger onto the
tracks in order to save the five atheists (from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY WRONG do you feel it would be to push the stranger onto the
tracks in order to save the five atheists (from 0 to 5)?
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For the actor’s children, the questions stated:
Suppose that these five people on the tracks are YOUR CHILDREN from a
nearby family gathering.
How MORALLY RIGHT do you feel it would be to push the stranger onto the
tracks in order to save your five children (from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY WRONG do you feel it would be to push the stranger onto the
tracks in order to save your five children (from 0 to 5)?
All of the dilemmas and questions are presented verbatim in Appendix A.
Proximity Scale
A person shares 50% of their genes with his or her children and siblings, and
12.5% with cousins. Due to a parental instinct to protect offspring, children may be
considered more proximal than siblings on this scale. Thus, children, siblings, and
cousins are identified as in-groups with increasing biological distance from the actor.
Social groups, such as the elderly, were derived from the stereotype content model. Due
to the low competence people assume of the elderly, they are categorized as an out-group.
Atheists are also considered an out-group in this study. Atheists are a value-violating
group to religious individuals and thus are an extreme out-group for them (Johnson et al.,
2012). Atheists are also stigmatized within the general population (Gervais, Shariff, and
Norenzayan, 2011). Finally, strangers were used as a control due to the lack of genetic
relatedness and a lack of information to derive many stereotypes. Therefore, in this study,
children, siblings, cousins, strangers, elderly, and atheists are ranked from most proximal
to least proximal, respectively.
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Moral Identity and Religiosity Measures
Moral Identity
Moral identity is used in a variety of fields (Reed & Aquino, 2003; Reynolds &
Ceranic, 2007). However, there have been fewer studies of moral identity within moral
dilemma research. Here, Aquino and Reed’s (2002) moral identity questionnaire was
used to separate low moral identifiers from high moral identifiers.
Religiosity
In this study, the centrality of religiosity scale (CRS) was used to assess nonreligious, religious, and highly religious individuals (Huber & Huber, 2012). This scale
breaks religiosity into five factors: intelligence, ideology, public practice, private
practice, and experience. The intelligence factor measures the knowledge of religion and
the ability to explain one’s view of transcendence and religion. The ideology component
refers to the beliefs one has about the existence and relation of transcendent reality to
human life. The public practice factor relates to an individual’s belonging to a religious
community and their participation in public religious activities, whereas private practice
focuses on an individual’s practice in a private space. Finally, the experience component
refers to the expectation that religious individuals have experience with “ultimate reality”
that affects them emotionally (Huber & Huber, 2012).
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Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
Ratings of right will increase with increasing proximity, whereas ratings of wrong
should remain constant. The changes for each question presented will only vary as a
function of the group in harm’s way. Due to ratings of right representing and
emphasizing the benefits of saving the group, these ratings should increase with
proximity. Ratings of wrong, on the other hand, represent and emphasize the cost of
killing the target, which is held constant across dilemmas. Figure 1 illustrates a potential
finding from Hypothesis 1. It shows saving cousins, siblings, and children were rated
more right than saving elderly, or strangers, as well as ratings of wrong not changing
based on proximity.

Predicted Mean Ratings for Groups

Mean Ratings
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Wrong
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Figure 1. Mean ratings of right and wrong across proximity groups. Ratings of right
increase with proximity. Ratings of wrong remain constant.
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Hypothesis 2
High moral identifiers will report saving atheists, elderly, and strangers more
morally right compared to low moral identifiers. Reed and Aquino (2003) found that high
moral identifiers have a greater moral regard towards out-group members than low moral
identifiers. It was also found that high moral identifiers favor aid of out-groups and are
more willing to forgive out-group members compared to low moral identifiers. However,
this increase in moral regard should only affect social proximity. The desire to protect
biologically related individuals should not be greater in high moral identifiers. Figure 2
illustrates a potential finding from Hypothesis 2. It shows saving the social groups were
rated more right for high moral identifiers compared to low moral identifiers.

Mean Ratings of Right

Predicted Mean Ratings of Right for
Moral Identitiy
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Proximity
Figure 2. Mean ratings of right divided by moral identity groups across proximity groups.
High moral identifiers rate saving atheists, elderly, and strangers as more morally right
compared to low moral identifiers.
Hypothesis 3
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The highly religious group will find saving the atheists group as least morally
right compared to religious and non-religious groups. The religious group will report
saving the atheists group as less morally right compared to the non-religious group. Due
to the selective intolerance hypothesis, which states that people believe they hold the
“right” intolerances, religious individuals should be more intolerant of the atheist group
than other out-groups because of their perceived value-violating beliefs. Furthermore, it
has also been shown that people high on religious fundamentalism are more likely to use
out-group degradation than in-group favoritism when dealing with intergroup bias
(Jackson & Hunsburger, 1999). Figure 3 illustrates a potential finding from Hypothesis 3.
It shows saving atheists is rated least right from the highly-religious group. The religious
group rates the atheists group less morally right compared to the non-religious group.
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Predicted Mean Ratings of Right for
Religious Groups
Mean Ratings of Right
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Figure 3. Mean ratings of right divided by levels of religiosity across proximity groups.
Highly-religious participants rate saving atheists as less morally right compared to the
religious and the non-religious participants. The religious group rates saving atheists as
less morally right compared to the non-religious group.
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD
Participants
The sample consisted of 258 California State University, Fullerton students
enrolled mostly in introductory psychology classes. Sample size was determined based on
getting a size with adequate power and attempting to obtain as many participants as
possible. Sample size was evaluated in relation to a population defined as the total
number of students eligible to take the survey, which was estimated as approximately
500-1,000 students. Based on a sample size calculator provided by SurveyMonkey
(https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/sample-size-calculator/), to achieve a 5% margin of
error with a 95% confidence interval, a sample size estimate of 218 - 278 subjects would
be needed.
Students voluntarily participated in this study and were given course credit in
return. Participants who left at least one scenario completely unanswered were excluded
from analysis. Therefore, five subjects were omitted from the analysis. Participants
ranged from 17-47 years of age (M = 19.45, SD = 3.13). There were 185 female subjects.
In a question asking about ethnic identification the participants chose their own labels.
The largest categories were 41% Hispanic/Latino, 26% American or European, 22%
Asian or Asian American, 4% African-American, and an additional 7% a variety of other
labels.
Materials
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Moral Scenarios
Eight moral scenarios (five non-self-benefiting and three self-benefiting) were
used and presented to the participants in random order. All the scenarios are presented
verbatim in Appendix A. As previously described, the scenarios were followed by
questions involving six at-risk groups--children, siblings, cousins, strangers, elderly, and
atheists—and these questions were presented to the participants in random order. A typo
in the scenario titled “Dead Parents’ Baby” was found after the analysis was run. The
scenario stated “ . . . the soldiers who will kill you, your child, and the others . . . ,”
should have replaced “your child” with “the other parents’ child.” However, the questions
preceding the ratings correctly referred to the “other parents’ baby,” which should have
had a stronger effect on ratings than the earlier reference to “your baby”.
Moral Identity Measure
The self-importance of moral identity measure is a 10-item questionnaire used to
assess moral identity. Participants are given nine characteristics: caring, compassionate,
fair, friendly, generous, helpful, hardworking, honest, and kind. They are then asked to
imagine themselves with these characteristics and what they would think, feel, and act.
Following this, they are given 10 items to rate such as, “It would make me feel good to be
a person who has these characteristics” (Aquino & Reed, 2002). Here, moral identity was
categorized into high moral identifiers and low moral identifiers based on a median split
(Reed, Aquino, & Levy, 2007).
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Religiosity Measure
The centrality of religiosity scale is a 15-item questionnaire used for assessing
religiosity (CRS-15). It is based on five dimensions: intellect, ideology, public practice,
private practice, and experience. Intellect and ideology refer to thought, public and
private practice refers to action, and experience refers to the emotional aspect of
religiosity (Huber & Huber, 2012). Here, participants were placed into non-religious,
religious, and highly religious groups based on their mean score: one standard deviation
below the mean (non-religious), between one standard deviation below and one standard
deviation above the mean (religious), and one standard deviation above the mean (highly
religious).
Procedure
The survey was administered through SurveyMonkey. The informed consent
statement was provided on the first page and notified participants that they could omit
any scenario that made them feel uncomfortable and that they were free to discontinue
the survey at any time without losing credit for their participation. Following this page
were the eight moral dilemmas given to participants in random order. Each scenario was
followed with 6 randomized questions, changing the proximity level of the group in
danger. After the scenarios, the self-importance of moral identity questions was given in
random order as well. The centrality of religiosity scale followed the moral identity
questionnaire and the questions were also presented in random order. The last page asked
about demographics information where gender, age, and ethnicity of subjects were
obtained.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Hypothesis 1: Effects of Proximity on Ratings of Right and Wrong
To find if there was a difference between sensitivity of ratings of right and wrong
to changes in proximity level, two repeated measures ANOVA’s were used, one for all
eight scenarios and one for only the non-self-benefitting scenarios. It was hypothesized
that ratings of right would increase with an increase in proximity, while ratings of wrong
would remain constant. The independent variables were proximity level (i.e., elderly,
children, etc.) and scale (i.e., “how morally RIGHT . . . ” and “how morally
WRONG . . . ”). The dependent variable was the ratings provided by the participants.
Because ratings of right and wrong were expected to vary inversely, a
transformation was needed for one of these scales to have both ratings going in the same
direction. A significant scale x proximity interaction would then show different rates of
increase across proximity levels without the confound of different directions of change.
Therefore, ratings of wrong were transformed by subtracting the maximum rating from
the raw rating (5 – ratings of wrong).
Prior to the ANOVA run, assumptions were assessed. Outliers, sphericity, and
normality were all examined. To assess outliers, the raw data for ratings of right and
ratings of wrong were converted to z-scores and outliers were defined as a z-score of ±3
for each proximity group across all scenarios and each proximity group across non-selfbenefitting scenarios. Ratings of right had no outliers, whereas ratings of wrong had five
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outliers. However, these outliers were retained due to the outliers consisting of less than
2% of the total data and making no substantial impact on the results whether they were
retained or deleted. Sphericity was tested through the Mauchly's test of sphericity. This
test showed significance, indicating that sphericity was violated. To avoid corrections for
the sphericity assumption, the same ANOVA was evaluated as a multivariate test, which
does not have the sphericity assumption, and the Pillai’s Trace values were used to test
significance. The Pillai’s Trace has an advantage over other multivariate test statistics by
being the most powerful and robust statistic, therefore it was reported. Lastly, normality
was tested. A Shapiro–Wilk test was used to assess normality. This test was found to be
significant, resulting in a violation of the normality assumption. To correct for this, a
square root transformation and a log10 transformation were used. However, these
transformations did not provide a non-significant Shapiro–Wilk test result. Therefore, a
non-parametric ANOVA, the Friedman test, was used to find supporting results to the
repeated measures ANOVA. This test will be described after the ANOVA results.
Figure 4 illustrates the mean ratings of right and mean ratings of wrong for all
proximity groups across all eight scenarios. The first ANOVA was conducted for all eight
scenarios. The ANOVA found a main effect for ratings, F (1, 239) = 272.914, p < .001.
This shows that overall ratings of right (M = 2.393, SD = .076) were significantly higher
than ratings of the transformed wrong (M = 1.419, SD = .064). The partial η2 = .535 and
d = 13.86, indicate a large effect for both measures. Second, the ANOVA resulted in a
main effect for proximity, F (5, 235) = 68.216, p < .001, indicating that combined mean
ratings increased with proximity. A large effect was also calculated, partial η 2 = .533. An
interaction was found between scale and proximity, F (5, 235) = 23.886, p < .001. A
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large effect was found, partial η2 = .337. This indicates that ratings of right increased
faster than the transformed ratings of wrong. Thus, ratings of right were more sensitive to
proximity level than ratings of wrong. However, this effect was found only for the
biological groups. The social proximity levels were not rated differently.

Proximity Effects - Mean Ratings for All
Scenarios
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Figure 4. The mean ratings for all scenarios against proximity groups. The solid line
shows the mean ratings of right and the dotted line shows the mean ratings of wrong.
The Friedman test is a non-parametric one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA test.
However, here there are two independent variables, scale and proximity level. Therefore,
to fit the factorial repeated measures design into the Friedman test and to find a possible
interaction, a transformed variable was created. Each participant’s reversed rating of
wrong (5 – raw rating of wrong) was subtracted from his or her rating of right. Interaction
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between the variables, scale and proximity, would be shown by a progressive increase in
these difference scores across proximity levels, indicating that ratings of right were
changing faster than the modified ratings of wrong (modified so that the ratings on the
two scales would change in the same direction). For each subject, the Friedman test
calculated the rank order of the difference scores across proximity levels, and for the
group it assessed the null hypothesis that these ranks were the same across proximity
levels. The Friedman test showed that ratings of right were significantly increasing faster
than the reversed ratings of wrong, χ2 (5) = 297.496, p < .001. Thus, the Friedman test
corroborated the repeated measures results.
The second ANOVA was run for only the five non-self-benefitting scenarios to
see if the generalizations from all dilemmas depended on using two different types of
scenarios, self-benefitting and non-self-benefitting scenarios. The non-self-benefitting
scenarios were just a subset of all the scenarios and thus the same transformations and
corrections to assumptions were used. Outliers were assessed using the same z-score
cutoffs. Only four outliers were found but were retained for analysis. Sphericity was
tested using Mauchly's test of sphericity, and found to be significant. Due to this
assumption violation, the Pillai’s Trace values were reported. Normality was tested by the
Shapiro–Wilk test and resulted in a violation of this assumption. The Friedman test was
used for a second time and again corroborated the ANOVA results.
The ANOVA showed two main effects. First, for ratings, F (1, 244) = 242.116,
p < .001. This shows that overall ratings of right (M = 2.543, SD = .078) were
significantly higher than the overall ratings of the transformed wrong (M = 1.566,
SD = .068). The partial η2 = .429 and d = 13.35 indicated a large effect. A second main
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effect was found for proximity, F (5, 244) = 69.033, p < .001, with a large effect size
(partial η2 = .590). An interaction was also found between scale and proximity,
F (5, 240) = 19.686, p < .001, with a large effect size (partial η2 = .291). This supports the
ANOVA of all scenarios, that ratings of right were more sensitive to proximity level than
ratings of wrong. A Friedman test was also applied to this ANOVA. This test supported
the ANOVA results; ratings of right increased significantly more than reversed ratings of
wrong, χ2 (5) = 253.534, p < .001. The analysis of the five non-self-benefitting scenarios
shows that the generalizations from all eight scenarios were not an artifact of combining
the two different types of dilemmas.
As an exploratory analysis, a comparison was made between the mean ratings of
right for non-self-benefitting scenarios and for all scenarios. If, as discussed in Chapter 1,
participants factored themselves into the benefit that would be obtained by killing the
target, resulting in a higher perceived benefit, then ratings of right should have been
significantly higher for all scenarios than for just the non-self-benefitting scenarios. The
opposite outcome occurred. The means, 95% confidence intervals (lower bound, upper
bound), and standard deviations, were as follows: non-self-benefitting,
M = 2.54 (2.53, 2.55), SD = .078; all scenarios, M = 2.393 (2.38, 2.40), SD = .076. Since
the confidence intervals did not overlap, the means were significantly different at the .05
level. Thus, adding in the self-benefitting scenarios did not increase the ratings of right
for killing the target but instead unexpectedly decreased the ratings. The data do not
support the supposition that personally benefitting from the act of killing would make this
action seem more morally right. It made it seem less right.
Hypothesis 2: Effects of Moral Identity on Ratings of Right
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To test for moral identity and moral judgment, all scenarios were used for
assessment. It was hypothesized that high moral identifiers would report saving atheists,
elderly, and strangers more morally right compared to low moral identifiers. The withinsubjects independent variable was proximity level (i.e., elderly, children, etc.) and the
between-subjects independent variable was moral identity grouping (high moral
identifiers and low moral identifiers). Ratings of right given by the participants were the
dependent variable.
Prior to the repeated measures ANOVA runs, assumptions were investigated.
Outliers, sphericity, and normality were all examined. Outliers were inspected by
converting all ratings of right into z-scores using the ±3 cutoff. It was found that outliers
were absent from these data; thus, this assumption was met. Mauchly's test of sphericity
was used and it showed significance. Therefore, this assumption was violated. To correct
for this violation the Pillai’s Trace, which does not have the sphericity assumption, was
reported. Normality was examined through the Shapiro–Wilk test and found to be
significant. This violation led to square root and log10 transformation for ratings of right.
However, these transformations did not solve the normality violation. Therefore, as a
supplement to the ANOVA, six non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests were conducted to
assess the hypothesized interaction between moral identity group and proximity level.
Figure 5 shows the mean ratings of right for all proximity groups for high and low
moral identifiers across all scenarios. Participants were put into either the low or high
moral identifiers group based on a median split using their mean score from the 10-item
measure, the self-importance of moral identity. Subjects with a mean of 3.9 or below
were placed into the low moral identifiers group (n = 126), while participants with scores
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above 3.9 were placed into high moral identifiers group (n = 97). The ANOVA was
conducted for all eight scenarios. The ANOVA found a significant main effect for
proximity, F (5, 217) = 77.566, p < .001. This shows that ratings of right did change with
respect to proximity. A large effect was also calculated, partial η 2 = .641. No significant
main effect for moral identity was found. Contrary to Hypothesis 2, no interaction was
found between moral identity and proximity F (5, 217) = 1.194, p > .05.
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Figure 5. Mean ratings of right for proximity groups across all scenarios. The solid line
represents low moral identifiers mean ratings of right, the dotted line represents high
moral identifiers mean rating of right.
A possible interaction was further assessed by using six Mann-Whitney tests, one
test for each proximity group. Hypothesis 2 would be supported if the social proximity
groups showed significantly higher ratings of right for high moral identifiers than low
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moral identifiers but the biological proximity groups showed no significant difference. It
was found that social proximity was non-significant for all groups, atheists (U = 6107.5,
p >.05), elderly (U = 6266.5, p >.05), and strangers (U = 6322, p >.05). The biological
groups were non-significant as well, cousins (U = 6104, p >.05), siblings (U = 6284,
p >.05), and children (U = 6399.5, p >.05).
Hypothesis 3: Effects of Religiosity on Ratings of Right
To find if religiosity influenced ratings of right, a mixed repeated measures
ANOVA was used. It was hypothesized that the highly religious group would report
lower ratings of right for the atheists group compared to the religious and non-religious
group, while the religious group would report lower ratings of right overall compared to
the non-religious group. The within-subjects independent variable was proximity level
(i.e., elderly, children, etc.), and the between-subjects independent variable was religious
group (highly religious, religious, non-religious). The dependent variable was ratings of
right.
Assumptions were checked prior to the ANOVA run. Outliers, sphericity, and
normality were all assessed. No outliers were found based on the z-score cutoff of ±3.
Mauchly’s test for sphericity was found to be significant; thus, the assumption of
sphericity was violated. Therefore, the multivariate statistic, Pillai’s Trace, was reported
due to its lack of a sphericity assumption. Normality was then looked at using the
Shapiro–Wilk test and it resulted in significance. This indicated a violation of
normality, and following transformations, normality was still violated. As a result, a sign
test was used to supplement the ANOVA results.
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Figure 6 compares the mean ratings of right for the six proximity groups for the
highly religious, religious, and non-religious groups. Participants were categorized into
religious groups based on their mean Centrality of Religiosity score. The highly religious
group (n = 45) had scores one standard deviation or greater above the mean (≥ 3.91). The
non-religious group (n = 45) consisted of subjects with scores one standard deviation or
more below the mean (≤ 1.86). The religious group (n = 132) had scores within one
standard deviation above and below the mean.
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Figure 6. Mean ratings of right for all proximity groups for the highly religious, religious,
and non-religious groups. The solid line represents non-religious ratings of right, the
dotted line represents the religious group’s rating of right, and the dashed line represents
the highly religious group’s ratings of right.
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The ANOVA was calculated with all scenarios and found a significant main effect
of proximity, F (5, 215) = 63.692, p < .001. A large effect was found, partial η2 = .597. A
second significant main effect found was that religious groups differed in their ratings, F
(2, 219) = 5.867, p < .01. A small to medium effect size was found, partial η 2 = .051. As a
result of this main effect, post hoc Tukey HSD tests were run to find which religious
groups’ means significantly differed. Here, the mean ratings of right averaged across the
six proximity groups were compared. This provided three comparisons: non-religious vs.
religious, non-religious vs. highly religious, and religious vs. highly religious.
The Tukey HSD test showed that the highly religious group (M = 1.91,
SD = 1.32) had ratings of right significantly lower than the religious group (M = 2.44,
SD = 1.27), p < .05, with a small to medium effect, (d = 0.41), and significantly lower
than the non-religious group (M = 2.73, SD =1.12), p < .01, with a medium to large effect
(d = 0.67). The religious and non-religious groups did not significantly differ. Contrary to
Hypothesis 3, which predicted group differences only with respect to atheists, no
significant interaction was found between religiosity and proximity. F (10, 432) = 1.558,
p > .05.
To identify the source of the significant difference between the highly religious
group and the non-religious group, a t-test was conducted at each of the six proximity
levels. Due to the highly religious and non-religious group being compared multiple
times, an adjusted significance value was required to reduce Type 1 error. A Bonferroni
adjustment of p < .0083 was calculated to assess significance based on the six mean
comparisons.
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The non-religious group had a significantly higher rating of right compared to the
highly religious group in four of the six proximity levels: atheists (M = 2.26, SD = 1.05
vs. M = 1.50, SD = 1.20; t (89) = 3.21, p < .0083, d = 0.67), cousins (M = 2.96, SD = 1.18
vs. M = 2.02, SD = 1.43; t (90) = 3.438, p < .0083, d = 0.72), siblings (M = 3.34,
SD = 1.28 vs M = 2.39, SD = 1.50; t (90) = 3.243, p < .0083, d = 0.68), and children
(M = 3.60, SD = 1.27 vs M = 2.64, SD = 1.55; t (90) = 3.220, p < .0083, d = 0.67). The
elderly and strangers proximity levels were found to be non-significant, p > .0083.
The second ANOVA used ratings of wrong as the dependent variable. This
ANOVA was calculated to see if the differences between the highly religious, the
religious, and non-religious groups found with ratings of right would occur in the
opposite direction with ratings of wrong, i.e., with the highly religious group now giving
the highest ratings of wrong.
A main effect for proximity was found to be significant, F (5, 215) = 20.256,
p < .001, partial η2 = .320. There was no significant main effect for religious groups. No
significant interaction between religious group and proximity was found as well.
However, even though there were non-significant findings, for each proximity level,
Figure 7 shows the mean rating of wrong was highest for the highly religious group,
followed by the religious group, and the non-religious group providing the lowest ratings
of wrong.
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Figure 7. Mean ratings of wrong for all proximity groups for the highly religious,
religious, and non-religious groups. The solid line represents non-religious ratings of
wrong, the dotted line represents the religious group’s rating of wrong, and the dashed
line represents the highly religious group’s ratings of wrong.
A sign test was conducted to see if these differences between means occurred
more often than one would expect by chance. Mean ratings of wrong for all six proximity
levels were used in each of three sign tests: Highly Religious vs. Non-Religious, Highly
Religious vs. Religious, and Religious vs. Non-religious. Each sign test found a
significant difference, p = .031.
In summary, contrary to the original hypothesis that the highly religious
participants would show a bias against killing the target person only when the
beneficiaries of this action were atheists (the out-group), the highly religious participants
showed a bias against killing regardless of who would benefit. In addition, there were
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degrees of bias that paralleled degrees of religiosity—Highly Religious > Religious >
Non-Religious—and this pattern showed up both in ratings of right and ratings of wrong.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The findings of this study indicate that intergroup bias was present in participants’
ratings of the moral dimensions of killing one person to save several others. This bias
stemmed from biological proximity to the beneficiaries of the action, which was defined
mainly in terms of the degree of genetic overlap the beneficiaries had with the decisionmaker, and it was shown more strongly in ratings of right than in ratings of wrong. The
larger increase in ratings of right across levels of biological proximity was consistent
with the hypothesis derived from the approach-avoidance model of moral judgment
(Navarick, 2013), which conceptualizes the former scale as a measure of approach
motivation tied to the benefits of the action and the latter scale as a measure of avoidance
motivation tied to the costs. No effect of social proximity was observed among groups
who were biologically unrelated to the decision-maker.
Regarding personality factors, no effect of moral identity was found but the level
of religiosity was consistently correlated with lower ratings of right and higher ratings of
wrong for killing one person to save several other people, regardless of their biological or
social relationship to the decision-maker. There was no evidence of the hypothesized
selective intolerance bias against atheists. These themes will be developed further in the
following discussion of the specific hypotheses.
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Hypothesis 1
Functional Differences Between Rating Scales
The first hypothesis predicted that increasing the proximity level would increase
ratings of right while ratings of wrong would remain constant. The results partially
supported this hypothesis. The interaction between the rating scale variable and the
proximity variable showed that the ratings of right changed significantly faster than the
ratings of wrong with increasing proximity. This illustrates that ratings of right and
ratings of wrong are not bipolar opposites; they are affected differently by the same
variable. Therefore, they do not simply move in opposite directions. This finding
supports Navarick’s (2013) view that ratings of right capture the benefit of the action,
whereas ratings of wrong measures the cost of the action. Therefore, bivariate measures
are required to represent the complexity of reactions to moral scenarios.
Social Versus Biological Proximity
Although for all scenarios combined an increase in ratings of right was found, it
was only present for the biological groups. The social groups had similar ratings of right
to each other. The biological groups’ ratings of right significantly increased going from
strangers to children. In addition, ratings of wrong decreased across proximity levels for
the biological groups rather than remaining constant as hypothesized.
Participants appear to have viewed all three social groups as equal out-groups,
resulting in no difference across groups in ratings of right or wrong. In terms of social
identity theory, which focuses on in-group favoritism and out-group hostility, the three
out-groups may have been described here in too little detail to pose any threat to
participants’ positive self-concept and therefore would not be expected to produce a
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hostile reaction. Additionally, the social proximity groups chosen may have been
insufficiently distinguishable; for example, they were all “strangers.” The stereotype
content model puts groups of people into four clusters that differ in warmth and
competence. The groups used may have been closer to one another than previously
thought. The elderly is a group known to be in the “pitied” cluster (Fiske et al., 2002) and
therefore would not be expected to arouse hostility. However, strangers and atheists have
not been studied specifically with a SCM focus. These groups may be clustered similarly
or the connotations of the atheists group may have been irrelevant for the present sample
of participants, who may be more inclined toward inter-group tolerance than the general
population. Thus, the atheists group was thought of similarly to strangers.
Kawai et al.’s (2014) study used the target’s age as their independent variable and
found that participants rated pushing a 70-year-old stranger over a bridge to save five
people as more appropriate compared to pushing a 20-year-old stranger. In the current
study, no difference in ratings of right or wrong were found between the elderly and
strangers. This lack of significant difference may be due to age not being specifically
mentioned in the survey for the elderly and strangers’ groups. A future improvement
could be to use Kawai et al.’s (2014) description of the elderly and strangers. Having
multiple groups of strangers (e.g., 20-year-old stranger, 70-year-old stranger) may have
found similar results to Kawai et al.’s (2014) study and provided a significant difference
between social groups.
Cousins, siblings, and children, on the other hand, are biologically based ingroups. These groups evoke in-group favoritism to differing degrees depending on the
degree of genetic overlap with the decision-maker. According to the inclusive fitness
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model (Hamilton, 1964), protecting biological groups is beneficial to the individual
because more of ones’ genes will be passed on. The findings in this study support this
model. Not only were the ratings of right for the biological groups higher compared to the
social groups, cousins, who only share 12.5% of genes, produced significantly lower
ratings than siblings and children, who share 50% of genes with the decision-maker.
Therefore, the percentage of genes one shares was a factor in moral judgment. In
addition, due to the children being the decision-maker’s offspring, this group should
provoke a stronger emotional response than siblings’ due to a protective parental instinct.
A review by Feldman (2015) discusses three brain structures that are involved in parental
instinct: the amygdala, hypothalamus, and the dopaminergic reward circuit. Feldman
notes that these structures are not only interconnected, but also connect to the anterior
insula–cingulate cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, which have been implicated in
empathy, emotion regulation and mentalizing. Therefore, children evoke a stronger
empathetic and emotional response neurologically compared to other biological relatives,
regardless of the number of shared genes.
Hypothesis 2: Moral Identity and Moral Judgment
The second hypothesis stated that ratings of right for social groups would be
higher for high moral identifiers than low moral identifiers. This hypothesis was not
supported. Moral identity did not predict ratings of right. High moral identifiers are said
to have a larger moral circle as it relates to intergroup bias (Reed & Aquino, 2003).
However, philosophers and scientists have focused largely on moral actions previously,
and less on moral judgments (Reed & Aquino, 2003; Youniss & Yates, 1999). This
distinction may be significant to the moral circle hypothesis. A future study may consider
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a differently framed question to state moral action rather than judgment. For example,
“would you personally push the stranger onto the tracks to save your five children,” is
framed as a behavior rather than a judgment. This question may better test the moral
circle hypothesis.
One study considered moral behavior using a similarly framed question. Morales
(2016) conducted a study on moral ambivalence that examined the relationship between
participants’ moral judgments and the likelihood that they would act on those judgments.
He presented several dilemmas in his survey and asked “how morally right . . . ” “how
morally wrong . . . ” as well as “would you personally push . . . ” When participants were
asked “would you personally push . . . ”, the options “yes,” “no,” and “can’t decide” were
available. Morales found a negative correlation between “yes” responses among the
participants who made a decision in that scenario and “can’t decide” responses among
participants who did not make a decision. In other words, it was in those scenarios where
the proportion of deciders responding “no” was highest that the proportion of participants
who declined to make a decision was highest. Therefore, Morales concluded that the
endorsement of “can’t decide” was likely equivalent to deciding not to act, with the result
that several people die rather than one person would die, except that the participant would
not have to take moral responsibility for the decision.
A future study examining moral identity may find this technique useful. The
researcher would have the ability to better examine if high moral identifiers are more
likely to endorse personal action than low moral identifiers, as well as if there are any
discrepancies between moral identity groups in their ability to decide.
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Hypothesis 3
Selective Intolerance Hypothesis and Religiosity
The third prediction was that groups with higher religiosity would rate saving the
atheists group as less right, such that ratings of right would be in the order: highly
religious < religious < non-religious. However, this hypothesis was not supported.
Although the three groups did have the predicted trend of ratings of right at the atheist
level, the pattern held true for all six proximity groups, not just atheists.
The selective intolerance hypothesis (Batson et al., 1993) states that an individual
has the “right” prejudice based on her or his religious beliefs. Hypothesis 3 was based on
evidence that religious individuals are selectively intolerant to the atheists group and not
the other groups because the atheists group has a different belief system than that of
religious individuals and atheists are often stigmatized by them (Johnson et al., 2012).
However, because this study found that ratings of right decreased, and ratings of wrong
increased, with religiosity for all at-risk groups, Hypothesis 3, based on the selective
intolerance hypothesis, was not supported. It is important to note that these results do not
challenge the selective intolerance hypothesis, as selective intolerance may be relevant in
other issues, such as people’s negative attitudes towards value-violating groups
(D’Andrea & Sprenger, 2007, Johnson et al., 2012). However, religious thinking on
moral principles likely overrode any intergroup biases in these moral dilemmas.
Deontological Bias
It appears that a general deontological bias against killing regardless of perceived
benefits was a factor in the ratings of both highly religious and religious participants.
This was evident by ratings of right being lower at all six at-risk groups such that: highly
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religious < religious < non-religious. In addition, a nonparametric analysis indicated that
a deontological bias was likely present on the opposite scale as shown by the findings
that ratings of wrong were highest by the highly religious group for all six at-risk groups,
followed by the religious group’s ratings being lower for all six proximity groups and the
non-religious group’s ratings being the lowest.
Piazza and Landy (2013) considered a deontological bias among religious
individuals. They state that religious people’s bias originates in their belief in the divine
command theory, which states that morality gains objectivity through the authority of
divine command. It holds that because God has perfect wisdom, and God has perfect
character, it is one’s moral obligation to follow God’s commands. Piazza and Landy
(2013) gave subjects dilemmas that focused on many everyday applications of
deontological rules, not just killing. They also assessed participants’ religiosity and
presented the “Morality is Founded on Divine Authority” scale (MFDA) to measure their
level of belief in the divine command theory (DCT). They found that religiosity
correlated with deontological judgment and was fully mediated by endorsement of the
DCT.
In the present study, Figure 6 shows that the three religious groups’ ratings of
right were influenced by genetic relatedness, which was evident by the increase in ratings
of right for cousins, siblings, and children for the highly religious, religious, and nonreligious groups. This study does not fully support Piazza and Landy’s (2013) findings.
Although ratings of right were lower for the religious groups, a utilitarian approach was
utilized when genetically related groups were at-risk.
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A future study may find parametric significance for ratings of wrong between
religious groups if the religious group sizes were larger. Due to the one standard
deviation technique used, the three religious groups had different group sizes. The nonreligious and the highly-religious groups only had 45 subjects in each group, while the
religious group had 132 participants. The non-religious and highly religious groups both
had small samples. Had there been more participants in the non-religious and highly
religious groups, there may have been a significant finding on a parametric test.
In sum, for each at-risk group that would be protected, the highly religious and
religious participants rated sacrificing the target person as less right and more wrong than
the non-religious participants. However, all subgroups on the religiosity scale exhibited
similar levels of in-group favoritism based on biological proximity to the at-risk group.
All religious groups had higher ratings of right for children compared to siblings, and
higher ratings of right for siblings compared to cousins, and higher ratings of right for
cousins compared to strangers and the other unrelated at-risk groups. In other words,
even for the highly religious, it was more right and less wrong to kill if it meant saving
their children than saving a stranger. Although there was a deontological bias against
killing among the highly religious and religious groups, this bias was affected by the
degree of genetic relatedness between the actor and the beneficiaries of the morally
prohibited action.
Conclusion: Moral Judgment and Intergroup Bias
In conclusion, the data show intergroup bias was present in ratings of right and
ratings of wrong when the lives of relatives were in danger, but not when unrelated
groups lives were at-risk. This bias was strongest on the ratings of right scale, but still
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present on the ratings of wrong scale. This was evident by the slope of ratings of right
being steeper than the slope of ratings of wrong. Thus, when participants are asked how
right the action is, the benefits of acting are highlighted, whereas when they asked how
wrong the action is, the cost of acting is emphasized. The number of shared genes was
correlated with moral judgment in moral dilemmas. Some personality factors were shown
to impact ratings such as religiosity, while other personality factors, such as moral
identity had no influence. The religious groups’ ratings showed a deontological bias
compared to the non-religious group. When genetic relatives were at-risk, the highly
religious and religious groups increased their ratings of right similarly to the nonreligious group. Thus, in-group favoritism was still present in moral judgment despite a
religiously grounded bias toward upholding the deontological rule that prohibits killing.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SCENARIOS BY NAME, DESCRIPTION, RATING SCALE 1,
AND GROUP CHANGES

Title
Dead
Parents’
Baby

Self-Benefitting Scenarios
Description
Rating Scale
Enemy soldiers have taken over How MORALLY
your village. They have orders [RIGHT/WRONG] do
to kill all remaining civilians.
you feel it would be to
You and some of your
smother the other
townspeople have sought
parents' baby to
refuge in the cellar of a large
save these five
house. Outside you hear the
atheists, yourself, and
voices of soldiers who have
the other townspeople
come to search the house for
(from 0 to 5)?
valuables.
How MORALLY
A baby, whose parents were
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
killed a couple of hours earlier, you feel it would be to
begins to cry loudly. You cover smother the other
his mouth to block the sound. If parents' baby in order
you remove your hand from his to save these five
mouth his crying will summon elderly people,
the attention of the soldiers
yourself, and the other
who will kill you, your child,
townspeople (from 0 to
and the others hiding out in the
cellar. To save yourself and the 5)?
others you must smother your
child to death.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother the other
parents' baby in order
to save these five
strangers, yourself,
and the other

Group Changes
Suppose FIVE
ATHEISTS
from an
organization of
like-minded
individuals are
in the cellar
with you.

Suppose FIVE
ELDERLY
PEOPLE
FROM THE
TOWN are in
the cellar with
you.

Suppose FIVE
STRANGER
FROM
ANOTHER
TOWN, all
adult men, are
in the cellar
with you.
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both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

townspeople (from 0 to
5)?
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother the other
parents' baby in order
to save your five
cousins, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother the other
parents' baby in order
to save your five
children, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother the other
parents' baby to
save your five
siblings, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?

Your
Baby

Enemy soldiers have taken over
your village. They have orders
to kill all remaining civilians.
You and some of your
townspeople have sought
refuge in the cellar of a large
house. Outside you hear the
voices of soldiers who have
come to search the house for
valuables.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother your baby to
save these five
atheists, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
COUSINS are
in the cellar
with you.

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
OTHER
CHILDREN
are in the cellar
with you.

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
SIBLINGS are
in the cellar
with you.

Suppose FIVE
ATHEISTS
from an
organization of
like-minded
individuals are
in the cellar
with you.
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Your baby begins to cry loudly.
You cover his mouth to block
the sound. If you remove your
hand from his mouth his crying
will summon the attention of
the soldiers who will kill you,
your child, and the others
hiding out in the cellar. To save
yourself and the others you
must smother your child to
death.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother your baby in
order to save these five
elderly people,
yourself, and the other
townspeople (from 0 to
5)?

Suppose FIVE
ELDERLY
PEOPLE
FROM THE
TOWN are in
the cellar with
you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother your baby in
order to save these five
strangers, yourself,
and the other
townspeople (from 0 to
5)?

Suppose FIVE
STRANGERS
FROM
ANOTHER
TOWN, all
adult men, are
in the cellar
with you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother your baby in
order to save your five
cousins, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
COUSINS are
in the cellar
with you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother your baby in
order to save your five
children, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
OTHER
CHILDREN
are in the cellar
with you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
smother your baby to

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
SIBLINGS are
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Lifeboat

You are on a cruise ship when
there is a fire on board, and the
ship has to be abandoned. The
lifeboat you’re in is sitting
dangerously low in the water—
a few inches lower and it will
sink.
The seas start to get rough, and
the boat begins to fill with
water. If nothing is done it
will probably sink before the
rescue boats arrive and you and
six other passengers on board
will probably die. However,
there is a very large man sitting
next to you. If you throw that
man overboard, the boat will
stay afloat and you and the
other five passengers
will definitely be saved.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

save your five
siblings, yourself, and
the other townspeople
(from 0 to 5)?

in the cellar
with you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the man
overboard in order
to save the five
atheists and
yourself (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose FIVE
ATHEISTS
from an
organization of
like-minded
individuals are
on the lifeboat
with you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the man
overboard in order to
save the five elderly
people and yourself
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose FIVE
ELDERLY
PEOPLE are
on the lifeboat
with you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the man
overboard in order to
save the five
workmen and yourself
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose FIVE
CRUISSHIP
WORKMEN
are on the
lifeboat with
you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the man
overboard in order to
save your five
cousins and yourself
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
COUSINS are
on the lifeboat
with you.
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How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the man
overboard in order to
save your five
children and yourself
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
CHILDREN
are on the
lifeboat with
you.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the man
overboard in order to
save your five
siblings and yourself
(from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
SIBLINGS are
on the lifeboat
with you.

Non-Self-Benefiting Scenarios
Trolley

A runaway trolley is heading
down the tracks toward five
people who will be killed if
the trolley proceeds on its
present course. You are on a
footbridge over the tracks, in
between the approaching
trolley and the five people.
Next to you on this footbridge
is a stranger who happens to
be very large.
The only way to save the lives
of the five people is to push
this stranger off the bridge
and onto the tracks below
where his large body will stop
the trolley. The stranger will
die if you do this, but the five
people will be saved.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the stranger onto
the tracks in order to
save the five
atheists (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose that
these five
people on the
tracks are
ATHEISTS
from a nearby
gathering who
recently met
through social
media.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the stranger onto
the tracks in order to
save the five elderly
people (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose that
these five
people on the
tracks are
ELDERLY
PEOPLE from
a nearby
Elderly Day
Care Center.
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situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

Transplant You are a doctor. You have
five patients, each of whom is
about to die due to a
failing organ of some kind.
You have another patient who

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the stranger onto
the tracks in order to
save the five
workmen (from 0 to
5)?

Suppose that
these five
people on the
tracks are
WORKMEN.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the stranger onto
the tracks in order to
save your five
cousins (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose that
these five
people on the
tracks are
YOUR
COUSINS
from a nearby
family
gathering.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the stranger onto
the tracks in order to
save your five
children (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose that
these five
people on the
tracks are
YOUR
CHILDREN
from a nearby
family
gathering.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
push the stranger onto
the tracks in order to
save your five
siblings (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose that
these five
people on the
tracks are
YOUR
SIBLINGS
from a nearby
family
gathering.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save the five
atheists (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
five patients
have all
mentioned to
you that they
are
ATHEISTS.
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is healthy.
The only way that you can
save the lives of the first five
patients is to transplant five
of this young man’s organs
(against his will) into the
bodies of the other five
patients. If you do this, the
young man will die, but the
other five patients will live.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

Terrorists
Bomb

You are negotiating with a
powerful and determined
terrorist who is about to set
off a bomb. Your one
advantage is that you have his
teen-age son in your custody.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save the five elderly
people (from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save the five
strangers (from 0 to
5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are ELDERLY
PEOPLE.

Suppose the
five patients
are
STRANGERS.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save your five
cousins (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are YOUR
COUSINS.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save your five
children (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are YOUR
CHILDREN.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save your five
siblings (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are YOUR
SIBLINGS.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the son in order to
save the five
atheists (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose FIVE
ATHEISTS
from an
organization of
like-minded
individuals are
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There is only one thing that
you can do to stop him from
detonating his bomb, which
will kill five people if
detonated. To stop him, you
must contact him over the
satellite hook-up that he has
established and, in front of the
camera, threaten to kill his
son if he does not give
himself up.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

located near
the bomb.
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the son in order to
save the five elderly
people (from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the son in order to
save the five
strangers (from 0 to
5)?

You are part of a group of
tourists visiting a jungle. Your
group has wandered off the
path into a dangerous area and
everyone (6 people plus

Suppose FIVE
STRANGERS
are located near
the bomb.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the son in order to
save your five
cousins (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
COUSINS are
located near
the bomb.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the son in order to
save your five
children (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
CHILDREN
are located near
the bomb.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the son in order to
save your five
siblings (from 0 to 5)?
Hostages

Suppose FIVE
ELDERLY
PEOPLE are
located near
the bomb.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the man to

Suppose
YOUR FIVE
SIBLINGS are
located near
the bomb.

Suppose the
other five
hostages are
ATHEISTS
from an
organization of
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yourself) has been taken
hostage by terrorists. A guard
informs you that his leader
will kill everyone the
following morning EXCEPT
YOU. The leader will let you
go so you can spread the word
about how dangerous this new
group is.
The guard says he opposes
this plan and will let you and
5 others escape if you will
personally kill one of the
hostages whom the guard
does not like by pushing him
off a steep cliff. This is a man
you don't know. If you refuse
the guard's offer, all of the
hostages EXCEPT YOU will
die. If you accept his offer,
then that hostage will die but
you and the 5 others will
escape.
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
both boxes (5 = the strongest
feeling)

save these five
atheists (from 0 to 5)?

like-minded
individuals
who are
travelling
together.

Suppose the
other five
How MORALLY
hostages are
[RIGHT/WRONG] do ELDERLY
you feel it would be to PEOPLE YOU
kill the man to save the DON’T
five elderly
KNOW.
people (from 0 to 5)?
Suppose the
other five
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do hostages are
you feel it would be to MIDDLEAGED MEN
kill the man to
WHOM YOU
save these five
DON’T
hostages (from 0 to 5)?
KNOW.
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the man to
save your five
cousins (from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY
RIGHT do you feel it
would be to kill the
man to save your five
children (from 0 to 5)?
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the man to
save your five
siblings (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
other five
hostages are
YOUR
COUSINS.

Suppose the
other five
hostages are
YOUR
CHILDREN.
Suppose the
other five
hostages are
YOUR
SIBLINGS.
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Deadly
Fumes

You are the late-night
watchman in a hospital. Due
to an accident in the building
next door, there are deadly
fumes rising up through the
hospital’s ventilation system.
In a certain room of the
hospital are five patients. In
another room, there is a single
patient. If you do nothing the
fumes will rise up into the
room containing the five
patients and cause their
deaths.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save the five
atheists (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are all from an
organization of
ATHEISTS.

How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save the five elderly
people (from 0 to 5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are ELDERLY
PEOPLE.

How MORALLY
The only way to avoid the
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
deaths of these patients is to
you feel it would be to
hit a certain switch, which
kill the patient in order
will cause the fumes to bypass to save the five
the room containing the five
stranger (from 0 to 5)?
patients. As a result of
doing this the fumes will enter
How MORALLY
the room containing the single
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
patient, causing his death.
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
In each box, below, please
enter a number that represents to save your five
cousins (from 0 to 5)?
how you feel about this
situation. You can enter
How MORALLY
different numbers in the two
boxes or the same number in
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
both boxes (5 = the strongest
you feel it would be to
feeling)
kill the patient in order
to save your five
children (from 0 to 5)
How MORALLY
[RIGHT/WRONG] do
you feel it would be to
kill the patient in order
to save your
five siblings (from 0 to
5)?

Suppose the
five patients
are
STRANGERS.

Suppose the
five patients
are YOUR
COUSINS.

Suppose the
five patients
are YOUR
CHILDREN.

Suppose the
five patients
are YOUR
SIBLINGS.
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1

Separate questions were asked for ratings of MORALLY RIGHT and MORALLY

WRONG.
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APPENDIX B
THE SELF-IMPORTANCE OF MORAL IDENTITY MEASURE
Please feel free to skip any of these personal questions that you would prefer not to
answer
Listed below are some characteristics that might describe a person:
Caring, Compassionate, Fair, Friendly, Generous, Helpful, Hardworking, Honest,
and Kind
The person with these characteristics could be you or it could be someone else. For a
moment, visualize in your mind the kind of person who has these characteristics. Imagine
how that person would think, feel, and act. When you have a clear image of what this
person would be like, answer the following questions from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
1. It would make me feel good to be a person who has these characteristics.
2. Being someone who has these characteristics is an important part of who I am.
3. I often wear clothes that identify me as having these characteristics.
4. I would be ashamed to be a person who had these characteristics.
5. The types of things I do in my spare time (e.g., hobbies) clearly identify me as having
these characteristics.
6. The kinds of books and magazines that I read identify me as having these
characteristics.
7. Having these characteristics is not really important to me.
8. The fact that I have these characteristics is communicated to others by my membership
in certain organizations.
9. I am actively involved in activities that communicate to others that I have these
characteristics.
10. I strongly desire to have these characteristics.
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APPENDIX C
CENTRALITY OF RELIGIOSITY SCALE
Please feel free to skip any of these personal questions that you would prefer not to
answer.
The following questions inquire about your religious beliefs and practices. For each item,
indicate the most appropriate answer for you by checking the appropriate answer to the
question. READ EACH ITEM CAREFULLY BEFORE RESPONDING. Answer as
honestly as you can. Thank you.
1.How often do you think about religious issues?
2. To what extent do you believe that God or something divine exists?
3. How often do you take part in religious services?
4. How often do you pray?
5. How often do you experience situations in which you have the feeling that God or
something divine intervenes in your life?
6. How interested are you in learning more about religious topics?
7. To what extend do you believe in an afterlife—e.g. immortality of the soul,
resurrection of the dead or reincarnation?
8. How important is to take part in religious services?
9. How important is personal prayer for you?
10. How often do you experience situations in which you have the feeling that God or
something divine wants to communicate or to reveal something to you?
11. How often do you keep yourself informed about religious questions through radio,
television, internet, newspapers, or books?
12. In your opinion, how probable is it that a higher power really exists
13. How important is it for you to be connected to a religious community?
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14. How often do you pray spontaneously when inspired by daily situations?
15. How often do you experience situations in which you have the feeling that God or
something divine is present?
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